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MACV COMBAT EXPERIENCES  1-70 
TACTICAL COVER AND DECEPTION 

1. (U)    Introduction:    Tactical C&D continues  to be employed in the RVN 
with varying degrees of success.    The enemy's  intelligence gathering system 
continues to be highly efficient.    The proper use of C&D, coupled with 
the highest degree of operational security, can provide tactical advantages 
in any encounter and bring subsequent defeat to the enemy.    This publication 
describes selected combat experiences on the subject of Cover and Deception 
(C4D)  in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).     Contained herein is  information 
which has been consolidated from quarterly reports submitted by subordinate 
units as required by MACV Directive 525-26. 

2. (C)    Purpose:     The purpose of this publication is to report various  com- 
bat experiences from selected units in the field in order to inform com- 
manders of the C&D techniques employed.    It  is not intended that these 
techniques be accepted as doctrine.    They should be considered, analyzed 
in their proper perspective and adapted to unit requirements if thought 
applicable and desirable. 

3. (C)    Friendly Operations:    Although no major C&D operation has been 
conducted in recent months, various units have employed C&D techniques 
worthy of meV-ion.    The following examples are a few of thos.e reported. 

a.    Airmobile Operations: 

(1) False Insertions:    False insertions  are normally conducted by 
a company or another small unit, utilizing aircraft feigning 
an insertion into a likely landing zone  (LZ).    Subject to 
mission requirements and blade time, helicopters will land 
.t severed. LZs only one of which will be used to actually 
insert troops.    Some LZs were prepared with artillery, ground 
units were inserted, remained on the ground for a short 
period of time, and were then lifted off and inserted into 
the tru-- LZ.    Several of these operations proved successful 
in dcreiving or confusing the enemy as to the actual 
location of maneuver units. 

(2) False Extractions:    False extractions have been employed to 
deceive the enemy into thinking tha; friendly forces have 
vacated an area.    They are normally conducted by company or 
smaller units.    The extraction is  accomplished by feigning 
an extraction from a likely pickup zone.    In areas where 
vegetation restricts direct observation, aircraft will go 
through the procedures of troop extraction while actually 
leaving troops in the area who then set up ambushes.    To 
be effective, however, some personnel must board the heli- 
copters so that the enemy can see troop silhouettes in the 
helicopter doors.    This leads the enemy to believe that 
troops are no longer in the area and makes him vulnerable 
to ambush.    These operations have been successful in con- 
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fusing or deceiving the enemy as to the exact   location 
of maneuver units. 

(3)    Jrsercions Covered by Extraetione;    These operations, 
sometimes referred  to is Daisy 3hain Operation«, have hppn 
extremely successful in leeelving the enemy as to the 
sl^e,  identity and dispcsiticn of friendly forces. 
These operations ^imulati aa extraction of forces while 
in reality a fresh unit   it placed incc tr.e area.    Ranger 
tettu ri'jle into a pickup Bone on the floor of the pickup 
ships es the aero-rilles are extracted.     The aero-rifles 
can te seen in the helicopters and this leads the enemy 
to conclude that  friendly forces have departed and it  is 
safe to move.    This has resulted in several successful 
ambushes. 

(U)    Insertions Covered hy Smoke:     In those areas where the 
enemy ii able to observe and adjust rocket and mortar 
fire on LZs, artillery batteries fire smoke rounds into 
predetermined areas, or helicopterr, lay a blanket cf 
smoke along the most vulneratle side(s)  of the landing 
sone.    This obscures the enemy's vision and his ability 
to observe the insertion is greatly reduced. 

(5) Insertion of Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols  (LP.EP): 
several LRRP insertions were carried out  in conduction 
with aero-rifie platoons.    Utilizing this technique, a 
LEP? and the platoons are combat assaulted into an area. 
later in the day these are extracted while the LRRP 
remains.    This tactic has provided successful security 
and deception for long range reoonnaiisanoe patrol 
activities. 

(6) Through multiple  insertions at varying locations with 
a varying amount of time spent on the grouna at each 
location,  commanders  covered a wide area with a minimum 
of force.    Since the enemy lid not know the time or 
place cf the insertion, this technique served to keep 
the enemy off balance. 

(T)    Units have conducted operations uslig airlifted artillery 
and air cavalry elements.    These raid-type operations 
are labeled "Artillery Raids" and "Cavalry/Artillery 
Raids" and have capitalized upon the intrinsic flexibility 
and mobility of the airmobile division to provide distinct 
;over and deception,    ^he direc"icn and time of the attack 
by artillery fire and assault by a": r cavalry elements ware 
successfully concealed fron) the enemy.    Pour raids by tube 
artillery, eight  aerial rocket artillery raids, and one 
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cavalry/artillery raid were conducted with good results. 
In most cases ground sweeps of the target areas resulted 
in the capture of enemy material and indicated that the 
enemy had sustained personnel casualties. The "Cavalry/ 
Artillery Raid" techique not only provides surprise but 
is an effective economy of force measure; air cavalry 
can initially secure the fire base, reconnoiter target 
areas and adjust fire while the aero-rifle platoon can 
conduct immediate ground reconnaissance and damage as- 
sessment following the attack. 

(8) Dummy LZ artillery preparations employed in conjunction 
with fake insertions were frequently employed as a 
measure to deceive the enemy as to the actual LZs. 
A total of nine dummy preparations were fired in support 
of corps units during the reporting period. All units 
are of the opinion these operations directly contributed 
to the accomplishment of their mission. 

(9) Fake insertions and extractions were also used by maneuver 
battalions (and smaller elements) to deceive the enemy as 
to actual strengths and locations of friendly forces. 
Examples of different types of these operations are: 

(a) One company conducted a partial extraction leaving a 
stay-behind sniper team. The enemy assumed that the 
entire unit had been picked up and the area was clear. 
The sniper team then successfully engaged the unsupect- 
ing enemy force when it entered the area in daylight. 

(b) One battalion also used the following false extraction 
techniques: Two soldiers per helicopter, each equipped 
with two cardboard manshaped silhouettes, were loaded in 
a secure area free from enemy observations. Upon 
departure from the secure area, the troops lay on the 
floor of the aircraft concealing the silhouettes. During 
the approach to the LZ the aircraft used all normal 
procedures. The aircraft landed in the LZ while the 
troops already on the ground staged the fake pickup. 
Upon liftoff the troops already in the aircraft erected 
the cardboard silhouettes, giving the appearance of 
loaded aircraft departing the LZ. Those remaining on 
the ground concealed themselves in the LZ vegetation 
and prepared to ambush any unsuspecting enemy who 
would follow into the seemingly vacant LZ. Supressive 
fires prudently directed to the sides of the LZ were 
used to add realism to the pickup and to draw attention 
to the fake extraction. One unit used this technique 
to surprise the enemy who moved into a seemingly de- 
serted LZ. 

(c) Clandestine insertions/extractions which are variations 
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of the techniques of conducting false insertions and 
extractions were frequently employed. In one variation 
one force relieves another, hut maximum effort is 
made to deceive the enemy into thinking that only an 
extraction has occurred. This technique is frequently 
used to insert long reuige patrols from the ranger 
company and 6-man reconnaissance teams from the 
maneuver battalions. Usually the personnel heing in- 
serted remain on the floor of the aircraft as it makes 
a steep descent into the LZ, then rollout quickly into 
concealed ambush positions as the team beinp; relieved 
mounts the helicopter and departs the LZ.  This 
technique was used during three highly successful 
operations. 

One battalion conducted a successful stay-behind force 
operations employing the battalion reconnaissance platcon. 
This platoon was airlifted to the field location of 
one company four days prior to the departure of that 
company. Upon departure of the company from the LZ 
the reconnaissance platoon remained hidden in ambush 
position and engaged an unsuspecting enemy force which 
entered the area believing all friendly forces had 
gone. 

b. Ground operations: 

(1) Night Defense:  During operations rifle companies are 
normally resupplied every three to five days. This is 
usually done Just prior to dusk. After receiving supplies, 
companies move one (1) to one and a half (l 1/2) 
kilometers away from the resupply site and establish 
night ambush positions. This helps deceive the enemy as 
to the exact location of the unit until contact is made. 

(2) Stay-Behind Snipers: As a patrol or reconnaissance party 
moves through a known enemy area, a sniper team is dropped 
off where it can cover the patrol's route. Long range 
accuracy and small size enable the team to engage, with 
relative safety, small groups of enemy who will try to 
follow the patrol. 

(3) Stay-Behind Ambush: The same technique as above is followed 
but using a larger element in areas where the long range 
accuracy of the sniper cannot be utilized or where the 
enemy normally operates in large groups. 

ik)    Village Seal Operations: During the reporting period 
there were several village seal operations in which CUD 
tactics were utilized. For one of these operations a 
false operations plan was produced and allowed to pass 
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Into VC information channels.    The plan called for a seal 
of a village and extensive ground reconnaissance in a 
nearby village.    Ground reconnaissance was prohibited in 
the  immediate area and aerial reconnaissance was restricted 
to a straight flight over the village.    One evening the 
seal elements occupied an area near the next village for 
about six hours prior to moving into the real target 
village.    In addition, reconnaissance platoons performed 
extensive area reconnaissance nearby as part of the 
deception plan.    The participating units were scattered 
throughout the AO and were not moved to the objective 
area until the last minute.     Normal interdictory artillery 
fire was utilized to mask the sound of the troops ap- 
proaching.    During the seal, one company set up a dummy 
command post using a well-lit tent, radio antenna masts, 
and silhouettes in an attempt to draw the VC into a kill 
zone.    Although the enemy might have been aware of the 
Intensive GVN-ARVK-US planning efforts and any signilirant 
changes in allied force density, an imaginative deception 
plan prevented the enemy from taking protective measures 
or fleeing from the area.    Deception measures made use 
of existing patterns of activity to make the plan credible 
to the enemy.    The results of the operation were:  23 VC 
KIA,  2 VC KIA (Poss), 17 POW, 16 Hoi Chanh, 11 draft 
dodgers, 32 individual weapons,  6 crew served weapons, 
1,78s small arms rounds, 72 artillery/mortar rounds, 
15 grenades, k claymore mines, 20 tunnels, 20 bunkers, 
1,121 kg rice, and 37 M-79 rounds. 

Target Reconnaissance:    When reconnoitering targets for 
raids or intelligence exploitation, care is taken not to 
draw attention to the target area by close aerial observation. 
Aerial reconnaissance is fitted into other aerial operations 
or routines or done from the periphery of the area.    Hand 
held cameras are used to obtain working photographs of 
the target and surrounding area.    In ground reconnaissance 
operations the routes into and out of the objective are 
varied. 

(6)    Artillery Operations: 

(a) False Preparations:    Prior to commencement of an 
operation, artillery batteries fire false preparations 
Into locations other than the ones to be used by the 
maneuver force.    This has been successful in pre- 
venting the enemy from being alerted to friendly 
operations in a given area. 

(b) Reconnaissance of fire support bases preceding occupa- 
tion by artillery units alerts the enemy to planned 
friendly operations.    To preclude this, reconnaissance 
Is only accomplished when absolutely necessary and 
then false and multiple reconnaissance of fire support 

(5) 
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bases and routes are used to deceive the enemy. 
Artillery units make maximum use of helicopters when 
reconnoiterlng firing positions and routes of march. 
When It Is necessary to make reconnaissance. It Is 
usually conducted 2k to l8 hours prior to the physical 
occupation by the firing elements.    Utilization of 
aircraft In lieu of wheeled vehicles whenever the 
tactical situation allows has greatly reduced the 
possibility of compromising the scheduled move and 
occupation.     It has also Increased the possibility 
of the firing elements arriving in position and 
becoming operational before the enemy or local 
civilian populace becomes cognizant of the units' 
presence. 

(c) Fire support bases are occupied at the last possible 
time, consistent with security requirements and the 
availability of transportation.    The batteries are 
moved by platoon elements utilizing different routes 
and methods of conveyance, i.e.,  combination of 
road convoy and airmobile transport. 

,(d) Repetitious planned fires provide the enemy with a 
basis on which they can plan their operations.    To 
preclude this, planned fires, times of fires, number 
of rounds and placement of fires are selected at 
random.    Thus, the enemy is unable to establish a 
pattern on which to plan his operations. 

(e) Continous emphasis is being placed on repairs and 
construction of physical barriers and berms which 
restrict direct observation by enemy personnel and 
aid in reducing the amount of Intelligence available 
for use in pre-planning attacks against friendly 
firing positions. 

(f) Frequent Changes in the Location of Defensive Devices 
Such as Claymores and Fougaase:    This precludes the 
enemy from gaining an accurate knowledge of the 
emplacement of defensive devices and decreases 
the possibility of surrepetitiously neutralising 
defensive devices to support ground sapper attacks. 

(7)    Use of Specialized Equipment:    The following types of 
specialized equipment has been used by all levels of 
command to assist in cover and deception: 

(a) Sniper scopes and rifles. 

(b) Starlight scopes. 

(c) Pink filter for search lights. 
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(d) Sound activated equipment. 

(e) Secure communication equipment. 

(f) Personnel radar. 

(8)    Passive Measures:    The following passive measures have 
been used by all levels  of command to assist In cover 
and deception: 

(a) Prepli   ned changes from primary to alternate fre- 
quence      on tactical nets at designated time Intervals. 

(b) Moveme-     at night. 

(c) Cair'     xaged uniforms and equipment. 

(d) Radio operator training in security methods. 

(e) Light and noise discipline. 

c.    Operations Initiated and Conducted by Units of the Army of 
the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN): 
The ARVN has demonstrated the effective employment of CfcD 
techniques vhich stand out by their originality, mode of 
application and good results.    The following experiences are 
a few of those reported and show the degree of advancement 
of the C4D effort within the ARVN: 

(1) Prior to August 1969, one of the ARVN Divisions on the 
Delta had conducted its helicopter assaults In the 
morning hours varying the time by a few hours.     In August 
the assets were requested for the afternoon and insertions 
were made from 1500-1730 hours.    In addition, units were 
utilized that had been confined to small areas on security 
and pacification missions.   The observed movement of 
eligible male suspects within areas of operation Indicated 
that the enemy was completely surprised and did not 
expect an operation at that time of the day. 

(2) During the last two weeks of October, the same division was 
preparing to move to a new area of operations.    During 
this time, extensive planning was carried out In the 
division's headquarters.    As a deceptive measure, false 
plans and overlays were prepared that indicated movement 
to another area. 

(3) In all of their combat operations, the division has ex- 
perienced difficulty in closing in and destroying the 
enemy.    The enemy has been employing, in a successful 
manner, tactics designed to delay his forces so his main 
body can evade.    In Nov 69, one regiment carried out an 
operation where the pri5Mkry_mi88iqn was a ground-mobile 
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combat sweep and the jecondary mission was an air-land 
assault.  They had received intelligence of an enemy 
battalion located close to an element of the regiment. 
An operation plan was prepared where the nearby element 
would sweep the area on foot and another element would 
be inserted in an adjacent woodline and move toward the 
first.  Interrogation of POW's revealed that the unit on 
the ground sweep caught the enemy while they were watching 
the insertion into the adjacent woodline. As a result 
a battalion headquarters and heavy weapons comtiny were 
overrun with 70 enemy KIA's and many weapons captured. 

(U) The division also uses the tactic of marking false LZs. 
As the command and control (C&C) helicopter orbits an area 
reconning for a LZ, sites other than the actual LZ are 
marked with smoke. This deceives the enemy as to actual 
LZ location prior to the helicopters landing. 

(5) When directing gunships with a C&C ship enemy positions 
are marked with smoke and then guns fire on the marked 
area. They have been able to flush the enemy from an 
area where he is suspected to be but have not actually 
seen him when making a pass with the C&C and dropping 
smoke. 

(6) Overlay changes:  In periodic instances, overlays are 
prepared to be used in a particular area or district, 
and then the overlay itself is switched to an alternate 
area or district in which the operation is actually 
conducted. 

(7) Non-Overlay mission:  In some instances, operations are 
planned without overlays or with completely false overlays. 
In such instances, only personnel running the operation 
know the targets. 

(8) LZ manipulations: As a tactical maneuver, assault teams 
may be landed in a LZ without troop depl&uing, and then 
lifted, landed, and deployed in a different area. Some- 
times these dual LZ landings may be Juxtaposed across 
a canal containing enemy bunkers. By using this technique, 
the VC are deceived as to the strength and deployment 
of ARVN forces. 

(9) In Sep 69, an ARVN regiment, while in a well prepared 
night location employed "Straw Men" to deceive the enemy. 

A battalion was attacked by a sapper element supported 
by mortars and B-UO rockets. The enemy was not successful 
in penetrating or causing significant casualties because 
most of the enemy fire was directed against "Straw Men". 
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The ARVN commander had directed the positioning of the 
straw dummies afar darkness (class X uniforms that had 
been stuffed with straw).    The "Straw Men" were set up 
In easy to locate positions around the defensive peri- 
meter.     The results:    The enemy attack was successfully 
aborted and friendly casualties were minimized. 

U. (C) Enemy operations; The VC/NVA continue to show their prowess 
in the employment of C&D techniques. The following examples describe 
a few of their experiences: 

a. In October  1969, a company of an ARVN Regt, was  conducting a 
search and clear operation when it  came upon an enemy bunker 
complex.    Not seeing any movement or sign of enemy activity 
a friendly platoon began to move toward the complex.    At this 
time an unarmed NVA soldier appeared acting as if he was trying 
to escape.     The platoon leader and a squad leader gave 
immediate pursuit at which time a larger, weil  concealed 
force sprang an ambush.    Results were 1 friendly KIA and 1 
friendly WIA.    Friendly troops must be aware of the possibility 
that the enemy will employ a decoy to lure them into an ambush. 

b. The enemy's  habit of checking abandoned US Fire Support Bases 
can be exploited by the use of the stay-behind technique.    In 
Oct 69, a US battalion dismantled a fire support base (FSB) 
and the artillery and Infantry elements were extracted.    The 
evening prior, the reconnaissance platoon set up an ambush 
approximately 200 meters from the FSB, they remained in place 
while the rest of the friendly elements were extracted.    The 
next day enemy forces began searching the dismantled FSB.    The 
ambush was sprung and supporting fires employed, resulting In 
26 enemy KIA. 

c. Cover and deception methods employed by the enemy during 
the reporting period were: 

(1) Paralleling old trails to avoid ambush sites. 

(2) Moving supplies primarily at night during the period 1730 
hours until 2U00 hours. 

(3) Varying supply routes. 

(b)   Reports also state that the enemy has avoided contact but 
has kept friendly forces under surveillance by means of 
LZ watchers and observing from a distance by 1 to 3-man 
forces.    The enemy is reported to trail friendly tlements 
for days, studying friendly remaln-over-nlght (RON) 
positions, methods of selecting defensive postions, 
employment of mines and trip flares as well as time phasing. 
When the enemy detects a pattern, he will attack.    Friendly 
units conducting extended company-size operations avoid 
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patterns and often change their RON positions after 
overtly selecting and preparing the initial position. 
In several instances,  this technique has laved countless 
lives since the initial RON position was accurately 
plotted and came under enemy mortar fire. 

5.     (u)    Results:     It is very difficult to determine with any great 
degree of accuracy the full measure of success of these operations. 
It is also difficult to determine the reactions of enemy units as a 
direct result of cover and deception operations.    However, the success 
realized is evidenced by the number of enemy killed and captured, the 
amount of enemy material destroyed and captured, the increase in kill 
ratio, and the lack of successful enemy Initiated action.  Indications 
are that the cover and deception techniques employed have been successful. 
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